Evaluation of anti-tumor effects of tumor cell lysate enriched by HSP-70 against fibrosarcoma tumor in BALB/c mice.
The cytosolic members of the heat shock protein 70 (HSP-70) family have been shown to elicit protective cell mediated immunity in animal tumor models. The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of the HSP-70 enriched lysate of heated tumor cells as vaccines in cancer immunotherapy in the mouse model for WEHI-164 fibrosarcoma. Three animal bearing tumor groups were investigated: test group; vaccinated with enriched HSP-70 tumor lysate, control group I; vaccinated with tumor lysate only and control group II; received PBS. The results indicated that vaccinated mice in the test group had resulted in a significant reduction in tumor size and longer survival. To find the mechanism of these results, we measured the splenocytes proliferation, tumor infiltrated lymphocytes and cytotoxic activity of the splenocytes. The results indicated a significant increase in the proliferation of mouse splenocytes, a significant increase in the CD8+ lymphocytes as well as significant increase in the cytotoxic activity of splenocytes against the target cells in the test group. In addition, we analyzed the shifting of Th1/Th2 in all the groups. The results indicated a significant increase in the IFN-gamma production in the test group. These findings provided a useful therapeutic model for development of approaches to cancer treatments.